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Limodot Power-Operated 7.0A Jig Saws,18V
Lithium Ion Cordless Orbital T Shank 3,000 SPM
Jigsaw

$60.99
Limodot Power-operated 7.0A Jig Saws 18V Lithium Ion Cordless Orbital T Shank 3,000

SPM Jigsaw (Battery Not Included, Power Tool and T Shank Wood Cutting Blade Only)4

ORBITAL SETTINGS: ..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: L05-7.0

Availability: In Stock

First Listed: 2020-08-22

Sold By: Limodot
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Limodot Power-operated 7.0A Jig Saws 18V Lithium Ion Cordless Orbital T Shank 3,000 SPM Jigsaw (Battery Not Included,

Power Tool and T Shank Wood Cutting Blade Only)

4 ORBITAL SETTINGS: The higher the setting, the faster you can cut into wood. These higher settings are ideal for making straight cuts into lumber, with lower settings for making curves or

cutting into metal

BUILT-IN DUST BLOWER: This feature on the tool will help you clear debris away as you work, giving you clear vision

LED LIGHTING gives you improved line-of-sight in poorly lit conditions

BLADE SAVING BASE: As your blade wears out, you can drop the foot. This allows the blade to dig deeper, using fresher teeth near its base. With this, you’ll use your whole blades,

keeping them fresher for longer

TRIGGER LOCK SYSTEM: Pull the trigger and press the button on the side of the unit to activate the locking system. With this feature, you can focus all of your energy on controlling your

cuts the way you want to

Product description

Whether you’re tearing through lumber, cutting curves into plywood, or even slicing up sheet metal, you need a jigsaw. The Limodot P523 jigsaw. This is one of the toughest cordless tools in

Limodot’s 18V lineup. It has a powerful orbiting motor than can work up to 3,000 strokes per minute, adjustable with a switch at the top of the unit. Another convenient feature is the trigger

lock system, which lets you focus all of your energy on controlling the unit without having to press the trigger. There are also graphics printed that let you see what the four speed settings

are ideal for. You’ll notice that the highest speeds are ideal for straight cuts through lumber and the lower speeds give you more control so you can cut curves. You’ll be able to experiment

with different speeds soon after purchasing this unit. A woodcutting blade is included to make sure of that. If you want to purchase separate blades, you can rest assured that this will

accommodate most T-shaped blades, though it is not compatible with U shaped blades.

Technical Details

Manufacturer Limodot

Part Number L05-7.0

Item Weight 4.9 pounds

Product Dimensions 11 x 12 x 6.5 inches

Item model number L05-7.0

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer No

Material High-carbon steel

Power Source Battery Powered
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